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Let k be a fixed integer, k2, and suppose that =>0. We show that every suf-
ficiently large integer n can be expressed in the form n=m1+m2+ } } } +mk
where d(m i)>n(log 2&=)(1&1k)log log n for all i. This is best possible, since there
are infinitely many exceptional n if the factor log 2&= is replaced by log 2+=.
 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Recently F. Go bel asked for a representation of an integer n as a sum of
k numbers,
m1+m2+ } } } +mk=n, (1)
where the summands are highly composite in the sense that mini d(mi) is
as large as possible. Here k is an integer, k2, given in advance. To
describe large values of the divisor function, for x3 we put
D(x)=exp \ (log 2) (log x)log log x + . (2)
This monotonic function represents the maximum size of d(n) to the extent
that there exist infinitely many integers n such that
d(n)>D(n), (3)
but for any =>0 we have
d(n)<D(n)1+= (4)
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for all n>n0(=). (For the lower bound (3) it suffices to consider n of the
form n=>p y p; for a simple proof of the upper bound (4) see Theorem 8.31
of Niven, Zuckerman, and Montgomery [3].) The numbers n for which (3)
holds are quite rare there are fewer than x= of them not exceeding x.
To address Go bel’s question, we must have a greater understanding of the
frequency of large values of d(n). This is provided by
Theorem 1. Suppose that 0:1, and let
D:(x)=[nx : d(n)>D(x):]. (5)
Then
card D:(x)=x1&:+o(1) (6)
uniformly for 0:1.
Erdo s and Nicolas [1] have shown that the number of nx for which
|(n)>:
log n
log log n
is x1&:+o(1). Since 2|(n)d(n) for all n, this gives the lower bound portion
of (6). In Section 2 we give two different proofs of the lower bound. We
derive the corresponding upper bound by employing ‘‘Rankin’s method.’’
A second proof of the upper bound can be obtained by appealing to
Landreau [2, The ore me 1].
Returning to Go bel’s question, we see that the number of nx such that
(1) has a solution with mi # D:(x) is at most
(card D(x))k<xk(1&:+=).
Hence if :>1&1k then there exist arbitrarily large n for which (1) has no
solution with the mi # D:(n). To complement this we prove
Theorem 2. Let k be a fixed positive integer, k2, and let D:(x) be
defined as in (5). If : is fixed, :<1&1k, then every sufficiently large
integer n can be written in the form (1) with d(mi)>D(n): for all i.
The representations we construct are presumably atypical in that the
summands have large common factors. It is therefore natural to ask for
representations with coprime summands. By slightly modifying our method
we can obtain Theorem 2 with the further restriction that
(m1 , m2 , ..., mk)=1. (7)
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For k=2 this settles the issue, but for k>2 one may still ask whether there
exist representations in which the summands are pairwise coprime. By
applying the circle method as in Waring’s problem, one could obtain an
asymptotic formula for the number of representations, provided that : is
sufficiently small, say :<:0(k). However, there seems to be no hope of
obtaining such an asymptotic estimate when one assumes only that
:<1&1k.
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
By a simple compactness argument we see that the estimate holds
uniformly in : provided that it holds for each fixed :. Thus in what follows
we may take : to be fixed.
We begin with an argument of Erdo s and Nicolas [1]. Let k be the
least integer such that 2kD(x):, and choose y so that ?( y)=k. Put
P=>p y p. Then by the prime number theorem, P=exp( y(1+o(1))=
x:+o(1). Suppose that P | n. Then d(n)d(P)=2kD(x):. Since the
number of multiples of P not exceeding x is [xP]=x1&:+o(1), it follows
that
card D:(x)x1&:+o(1).
It is instructive to note that the same lower bound can be achieved by a
quite different construction: Let k be defined as above, but take now
y=x1k=(log x)1:+o(1). (This y is much larger than in the former con-
struction.) Suppose that n is the product of k distinct primes not exceeding
y. Then d(n)=2kD(x):, and n yk=x. Moreover, there are
\?( y)k +\
?( y)&k
k +
k
such n. By the prime number theorem we see that the right hand side here
is also x1&:+o(1).
To prove the upper bound for card D:(x) we first establish the following
inequality.
Lemma. If ;1, or if ;0, then
(k+1);\2
;+k&1
k +
for all non-negative integers k. If 0 <;<1 then the inequality is reversed for
all non-negative integers k.
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Proof. Let uk denote the right hand side above divided by the left hand
side. Thus u0=u1=1. We prove that the sequence [uk] is increasing if
;1 or if ;0, and that it is decreasing if 0<;<1. Put vk=uk+1 uk .
That is,
vk(;)=
2;+k
k+1 \
k+1
k+2 +
;
.
We remark that a function of the form e|; is a convex function of ;. Since
vk(;) is a non-negative linear combination of two such functions, it follows
that vk(;) is a convex function of ;. But vk(0)=vk(1)=1. Hence vk1 if
;0 or ;1, and vk1 if 0;1. This completes the proof.
We now prove the upper bound portion of (6). Let ;1 be a parameter
at our disposal, and let P(n) denote the largest prime factor of n. Then
D(x):; card D:(x) :
nx
d(n);
x :
nx
d(n);
n
x :
P(n)x
d(n);
n
=x ‘
px \1+
2;
p
+
3;
p2
+ } } } + .
By the Lemma we see that each coefficient of the power series f (x)=
 (k+1); xk is majorized by the corresponding coefficient of the power
series
F (x)=: \2
;+k&1
k + xk=(1&x)&2;.
Hence in particular, f (1p)F(1p), and thus the product above is
x ‘
px \1&
1
p+
&2;
.
By an estimate of Mertens this is
x(C log x)2;
for some absolute constant C>0. We now take ;=(1&=)(log log x) log 2.
Then the upper bound above is x1+o(1), while D(x):;=x(1&=) :. Thus we
have the upper bound of (6), and the proof is complete.
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The inequality f (1p)F(1p) used above is quite efficient for large
primes, say p>2;, but for smaller primes a better upper bound can be
obtained by appealing to the identity
:

k=0
(k+1); e&ku=eu1 (;+1) u&;&1 :

r=&
(1+2?iru)&;&1.
This is easily proved by the Poisson summation formula.
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Choose # so that :(k&1)<#<1k, and put
ai= ‘
(i&1) y<piy
p
where y=# log n. Then
d(ai)=2?(iy)&?((i&1) y),
and by the prime number theorem this is
=exp \(# log 2+o(1)) log nlog log n+ .
Put m=>ki=1 ai and bi=mai . Since the ai are pairwise coprime, we
deduce that
d(bi)=exp \((k&1) # log 2+o(1)) log nlog log n+>D(n):.
We determine the mi so that bi | mi . Hence
d(mi)d(bi)>D(n):. (8)
Since (ai , bi)=1, there is a unique ci , 0<ciai , such that bici #n
(mod ai). Clearly bi ci#0 (mod a j) when j{i. Thus
:
k
i=1
bici #n (mod m). (9)
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Moreover, the left hand side is
 :
k
i=1
bi ai=km=k ‘
pky
p=nk#+o(1)<n.
Thus the difference between the right hand side of (9) and the left is a
positive integer divisible by m, say rm. Put
mi={b1(c1+ra1)bici
if i=1,
otherwise.
Then we have (1) and (8), so the proof is complete.
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